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STORM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

...create with magnet  

and turn desires  

to reality!!
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STORM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

 
 

Storm is a 24V DC low voltage aluminium profile  
for tracking lights with smart magnet technology. 

It is an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas,  museums, hotels,  
 exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects.
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NEMESIS (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 

NEMESIS NEMESIS BL NEMESIS FP NEMESIS UP/DOWN

NEMESIS is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels, 
  exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 

Available in Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of  applications.
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NEMESIS (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 

NEMESIS NEMESIS BL NEMESIS FP

NEMESIS RECESSED  is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels,   
exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 

Available in Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of  applications.
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RIM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

RIM SMALL SYNTHESIS

RIM is not just a customised product with an innovative design, but also a working tool for the lighting designers and engineers.  
It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards and meets the various needs  

of the customers in a  bespoke way: it allows them to “think big” offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.
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RIM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

RIM MEDIUM IN

RIM WAVE MEDIUM

RIM MEDIUM IN PART

RIM SMALL IN

RIM WAVE SMALL

RIM SMALL IN PART
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MORFI (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

MORFI is not just a customised product with an innovative design,  
but also a working tool for the lighting designers and engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards  
and meets the various needs of the customers in a  bespoke way:  

it allows them to “think big” offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.
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MORFI (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

small (out lighting) 
small (out Low Output  lighting)

medium (out lighting) 
medium (out Low Output  lighting) big (out lighting)

small (down lighting) small (up lighting) medium (down lighting) medium (up lighting)

in pendant

small (in lighting) 
small (in Low Output  lighting)

medium (in lighting) 
medium (in Low Output  lighting) big (in lighting) big (out lighting)

wave small wave medium wave big

bell in  ø30 bell out  ø30 bell in  ø50 bell out  ø50
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MORFI MINI (NOVELTIES Catalogue) 

MORFI MINI OUT MORFI MINI IN MORFI WAVE MINI

MORFI MINI is not just a customised product with an innovative  design,  
but also a working tool for the lighting designers and  engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards and meets  
the various needs of the customers in a  bespoke way: it allows them to “think big” 

 offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.
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ARIA (NOVELTIES Catalogue) 

FOURO (NOVELTIES Catalogue) 

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
ARIA is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes.

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
FOURO is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes
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MORFI STICKS (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
MORFI STICKS is a piece of architecture,  

perfect for adding stature to an area.  
With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as  

lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes. 

MORFI PETAL (NOVELTIES Catalogue)
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AFRODITE / AFRODITE MINI (NOVELTIES Catalogue) 

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
AFRODITE is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes. 
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MORFI with SPOTS (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

 
 

Morfi with Spots is not just a customised product with an innovative design,  
but also a working tool for the lighting designers and engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  
standards  and meets the various needs of the customers in a bespoke way:  

it allows them to “think big” offering totally unexpected results  
even to large scale projects.
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LAOURA (Special Edition)

OLIA (Special Edition)

OLIA 1

OLIA 2
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DALIDA (Special Edition) 
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POLY RIM (Special Edition)

POLY MINI (Special Edition)
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LATERN (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
LATERN is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes.
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ARETI (Special Edition)

ARETI 300x140 IN ARETI 300x140 OUT

ARETI 400x140 IN ARETI 400x140 OUT



MORFI LINKS (Special Edition)

SOL KEY SUSPENDED (Special Edition)

LOBBY50
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SOL KEY (Special Edition)
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LED STRIP NEON (Special Edition)
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ANCORA (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
ANCORA is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes. 
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YPSILON (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

An extraordinary luminaire for people with fascinating personality.  
Designed to be the centerpiece of each room, it emits a gentle diffuse light  

thanks to its latest technological LED source.
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YPSILON (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

YPSILON SMALL

YPSILON MEDIUM

YPSILON MINI



MORFI MINI MIRROR (Special Edition)

LOBBY56

CYCLONE AS (NOVELTIES Catalogue)
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MORFI SMALL DOWN (Special Edition)
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DISCUS - DISCUS UP/ DOWN (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

An opal circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
DISCUS / DISCUS UP DOWN is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes. 
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DISCUS - DISCUS UP/ DOWN (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

DISCUS  DISCUS MICROPRISMATIC DISCUS UP / DOWN
DISCUS UP / DOWN  
MICROPRISMATIC

DISCUS PR 
DISCUS PR  
MICROPRISMATIC DISCUS PR UP / DOWN

DISCUS PR UP/DOWN  
MICROPRISMATIC

DISCUS Q  DISCUS Q MICROPRISMATIC    DISCUS Q UP / DOWN
DISCUS Q UP/DOWN  
MICROPRISMATIC
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PLEXI ROUND TRIMLESS (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 
 
 
 

An opal frameless circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
Plexi Round is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as  
lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes.  

It is available in five diameters: 300, 350, 450, 620, 900 and 1200mm.

PLEXI ROUND SEMI RECESSED (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 
 
 

An opal frameless circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
Plexi Round is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as  
lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes.  

It is available in three diameters: 450, 620 and 900mm.
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PLEXI ROUND UP (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

PLEXI ROUND 450 UP PLEXI ROUND 620 UP PLEXI ROUND 900 UP

A circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
PLEXI ROUND UP is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes.  
It is available in three diameters: 450, 620 and 900mm.
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MIRACLE (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

STILO (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

MIRACLE MIRACLE AS

MIRACLE is a suspended luminaire  
with cylindrical shape.  

It can be produced with different heights  
upon request. 

STILO LED

STILO VERTICAL LED

A linear suspended luminaire with impressive design.  
The luminaire unit is made of an opal diffuser and raises  

the architectural interest because it appears almost immaterial.  
It is ideal for applications where diffuse lighting  

must be combined an elegant shape.
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ROLLER 6 SYNTHESIS - Special Edition  
( SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)
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ROLLER 6 SYNTHESIS - Special Edition 
( SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)
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BOX - BOX (UP/ DOWN) (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

BOX AVRA BOX MODULE BOX AVRA UP DOWN BOX MODULE UP DOWN 

BOX / BOX UP DOWN combines stringent basic geometry with perfect contemporary style.  
Uniformly illuminated, without annoying reflections,  

it gives a strong architectural identity to various working areas  (offices, stores, houses etc). 
It is available in five dimensions: 300, 400, 620, 920 and 1200mmand it can be combined with QR111 module.
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BOX AS (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

BOX AS 424 LED BOX AS 224 LED BOX AS 254 LED

BOX AS combines stringent basic geometry  
with perfect contemporary style.  

Uniformly illuminated, without annoying reflections, 
 it gives a strong architectural identity to various working areas (offices, stores, houses etc). 
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PLEXI LINE (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 

PLEXI LINE PLEXI LINE MODULE

With it's geometrical shape and it's uniformly illuminated opal cover, PLEXI LINE gives the impression  
of an almost immaterial luminaire integrated in the ceiling.  

It is available in three dimensions and, for more accent lighting,  
it can be combined with QR111 or GU10 modules.
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BOX AS TRIMLESS (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 

BOX AS 424 TRIMLESS BOX AS 224 TRIMLESS BOX AS 254 TRIMLESS

BOX recessed asymmetric combines stringent basic geometry  
with perfect contemporary style.  

Uniformly illuminated, without annoying reflections, 
 it gives a strong architectural identity to various working areas (offices, stores, houses etc). 
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CYCLONE MIRROR (Special Edition) 

NEMESIS UP DOWN (Special Edition)
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CYCLONE with MOSS (Special Edition) 

CYCLONE ACOUSTIC (Special Edition) 
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CYCLONE (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

This luminaire combines the architectural style with the efficiency.  
It produces perfect lighting conditions without annoying reflections  

and that is why it can be used from entrance areas to offices.  
It escapes the restrictions of the T16 lamp by using LED lighting points  

that can have any spacing pitch and this gives the light line enormous flexibility.  
The visual benefit: The continuous-row system is illuminated absolutely uniformly from beginning to end,  

is economically  efficient, is maintenance-free and it has long service life.
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CYCLONE (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

CYCLONE  Surface CYCLONE  Pendant CYCLONE  SLIM  Surface CYCLONE  SLIM  Pendant

CYCLONE  TR  Surface CYCLONE  TR  Pendant CYCLONE  TR  SLIM  Surface CYCLONE  TR  SLIM  Pendant

CYCLONE  SQ  Surface CYCLONE  SQ  Pendant

CYCLONE  SLIM  UP/ DOWN CYCLONE  SLIM  TWO WAY

CYCLONE  SQ  SLIM  Surface CYCLONE  SQ  SLIM  Pendant
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CYCLONE SLIM (E27) (SURFACE & PENDANT LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

CYCLONE SLIM E27 is a piece of achitecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  
With it’s gendle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as  

lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes.
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CYCLONE (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue)

CYCLONE  Recessed CYCLONE  TR  Recessed CYCLONE  SQ  Recessed

CYCLONE SLIM  Recessed CYCLONE  TR  SLIM  Recessed CYCLONE  SQ  SLIM Recessed

An opal circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
CYCLONE is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes. 
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HIGH SYSTEM EX LED (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

HIGH SYSTEM EX HIGH SYSTEM EX H
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HIGH SYSTEM EX LED (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

This luminaire combines the architectural style with the efficiency. It produces perfect lighting conditions without annoying reflections  
and that is why it can be used from entrance areas to offices. It escapes the restrictions of the T16 lamp by using LED lighting points  

that can have any spacing pitch and this gives the light line enormous flexibility.  
The visual benefit: The continuous-row system is illuminated absolutely uniformly from beginning to end, 

 is economically  efficient, is maintenance-free and it has long service life.



HIDDEN LIGHTING78

SURFACE PROFILES (NOVELTIES Catalogue)
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SURFACE PROFILES (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

PROFILE MORFI SMALL PROFILE MORFI MEDIUM PROFILE MORFI BIG

PROFILE UNI 12

PROFILE CORNER 10

PROFILE ARC 12

PROFILE BACK 10

ALUMINIUM PROFILE
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RECESSED PROFILES (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 
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RECESSED PROFILES (RECESSED LUMINAIRES Catalogue) 

PROFILE LINEA IN 20 PROFILE FRAME 14 ALUMINIUM PROFILE
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DION (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

DION is a miniature 24V DC low voltage tracking light with smart magnet technology. 
It is an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas,  museums, hotels,  exhibition halls  

and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 
Available in Spot, Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of applications.
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DION (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

DION DION L

DION Q DION 2

STRIPE TRIDION

DION 2 - PENDANT
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PARIS (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

PARIS PARIS L

PARIS is an elegant compact luminaire with minimal design.  
It 's cutting-edge LED technology ensures excellent  

colour quality and high efficiency and makes PARIS suitable  
for highlighting homes, villas, galeries etc.
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BOLD MINI (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

BOLD MINI Reflector BOLD MINI L Reflector BOLD MINI Lens BOLD MINI L Lens

BOLD MINI is an elegant compact luminaire with minimal design.  
It 's cutting-edge LED technology ensures excellent  

colour quality and high efficiency  
and makes BOLD MINI suitable for highlighting homes, villas,  galeries etc.
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TRITON (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

TRITON is a compact luminaire with minimal design.  
It 's cutting-edge LED technology ensures excellent colour quality  

and high efficiency and makes TRITON suitable for highlighting several types of premises.
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CLUB (TRACK LIGHT & TRACKS Catalogue)

CLUB 60 - GU10 CLUB 60 L - GU10 CLUB 60 L H - GU10 CLUB 60 S - GU10

The CLUB luminaires highlight impressively premises,  
such as shopping malls, stores, hotels,  exhibition halls, museums etc.  

They are compact and efficient and they have  excellent colour quality and high-precision light distribution.
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ΑΧΙΟ (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

AXIO is a deep recessed spot, with rotation. 
It can satisfy multiple lighting requirements thanks to it's wide  variety of modules,  
which makes it a perfect choice for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 

Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  

makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.
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TEO MINI (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

TEO MINI - LED REFLECTOR TEO MINI - LED REFLECTOR HO TEO MINI - LED SUN TEO MINI - CLUB 60

TEO MINI is a recessed round adjustable spot with elegant design.  
It can satisfy multiple lighting requirements thanks to it's wide variety of editions  

and it highlights impressively premises, such as shopping malls, stores, hotels, exhibition halls, museums etc. 
Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency.  

This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management, makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.
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VIVO (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

VIVO 1 VIVO 2

VIVO  is a highly innovative recessed spot, without  rotation.  
It is ideal for smooth ambient lighting or accent lighting inside  display  cabinets.  

The last generation LED chip ensures excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination with an efficient  thermal management,  

makes Vivo a warranty for premium lighting with LED technology.
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VIVO (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)
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EVO (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

EVO EVO 2

A recessed luminaire with LED technology 
and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.
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THRIVE (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

VIVO IP65 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A recessed luminaire with LED technology 
and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.

THRIVE  is a highly innovative 
 recessed spot, without  rotation.  
It is ideal for smooth ambient 
 lighting or accent lighting inside 
 display  cabinets.  
The last generation LED chip 
 ensures excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination  
with an efficient  thermal  
management, makes Thrive  
a warranty for premium lighting 
with LED technology.

THRIVE

THRIVE AS
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PARIS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

PARIS Recessed PARIS Flat

PARIS highlight impressively premises, such as shopping malls, stores, hotels, exhibition halls, museums etc.  
They are compact, in round or square version and efficient  

and they have excellent colour quality and high-precision light distribution. 
Their last generation LED chip in combination with an efficient  thermal management ensure  

the excellent performance of the luminaire and a  maximum energy efficiency.
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SOL 3 (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

A recessed compact spot with rotation. It can  satisfy multiple  lighting requirements  
and it a perfect choice for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 

Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  

makes SOL 3 a warranty for  premium lighting with LED technology.
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KADRO - CORONA with CLUB Mini LED 
(RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

KADRO CLUB Mini KADRO CLUB Mini Reflector

CORONA CLUB Mini CORONA CLUB Mini Reflector

CORONA Q CLUB Mini CORONA Q CLUB Mini Reflector

CORONA & KADRO luminaires 
 highlight impressively premises,  
such as shopping malls, stores, 

 hotels, exhibition halls, museums etc.  
They are compact, in round  

or square version and efficient  
and they have excellent colour quality 
and high-precision light distribution. 

Their last generation LED chip 
 in combination with  

an efficient  thermal management  
ensure the excellent performance  
of the luminaire and a  maximum  

energy efficiency.
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CORONA - CORONA Q 
(RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

CORONA is an elegant deep recessed spot with rotation.  
It can satisfy multiple lighting requirements thanks to it's wide  variety of modules, which makes it a perfect choice  

for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination  

with an  efficient thermal management, makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.
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REA R - REA Q (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

REA is a unique recessed spot with extended frame and rotation.  
It can satisfy multiple lighting requirements thanks to it's wide  variety of modules,  
which makes it a perfect choice for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 

Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  

makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology. 
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DRAK (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

MICROQUADRO (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

DRAK is a deep recessed spot,  
with two rotatable modules. 
It can satisfy multiple lighting 
 requirements thanks to it's wide 
 variety of modules, which makes it a 
perfect choice for houses,  galleries, 
museums and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, ensure 
excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination with an  efficient 
thermal management, makes a 
 warranty for  premium  lighting  
with LED technology. 

MICROQUADRO is a recessed spot,  
with symmetric or asymmetric 
 distribution.  
It can satisfy multiple lighting 
 requirements thanks to it's wide  variety  
of modules, which makes it a perfect 
choice for houses, galleries,  museums 
and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources,  
ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination with an  efficient  
thermal management,  
makes a warranty for  premium  lighting 
with LED technology.
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MICRON (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

MICRON 3x.. MICRON 5x..

MICRON is a miniature recessed spot, without rotation, with three or five sources.  
It is ideal for smooth ambient lighting or accent lighting inside  display  cabinets.  

The last generation LED chip ensures excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination  
with an  efficient  thermal management, makes Micron a warranty for premium lighting with LED technology.
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MICRON TRIMLESS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

MICRON 3x.. MICRON 5x..

MICRON is a miniature trimless recessed spot, without rotation, with three or five sources.  
It is ideal for smooth ambient lighting or accent lighting inside  display  cabinets.  

The last generation LED chip ensures excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination  
with an  efficient  thermal management, makes Micron a warranty for premium lighting with LED technology. 
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T8300 (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

T8300 T8310 T8320

T8300 is a recessed spot, without rotation, with one, two or three modules.  
It is ideal for smooth ambient lighting or accent lighting inside  display  cabinets.  

The last generation LED chip ensures excellent performance with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination with an  efficient  thermal management,  

makes T8300 a warranty for premium lighting with LED technology.
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KADRO 50 (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

A piece-of-art luminaire with three notable characteristics:  sophisticated design, flexibility and high performance. 
 It's unique trapezoid design raises the architectural interest and impresses the observer.  

There are three frames with different dimensions in which 1, 2 or 3  modules of light sources can be intergrated.  
Thanks to it's optimal optical system, it offers precise,  
uniform light distribution and excellent lighting quality.
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OCEANIS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

OCEANIS is a recessed compact spot with rotation.  
It can satisfy multiple lighting requirements thanks to it's wide variety of modules,  

and it  highlight impressively premises, such as  shopping malls, stores, hotels, exhibition halls, museums etc. 
Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  

with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  
makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.
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OCEANIS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)



SPOT106

DION (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

DION is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels,  exhibition halls  
and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 

Available in Spot, Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of applications.
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CUBE MINI (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

SOL 1 MINI - SOL 1Q MINI 
 (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

A recessed compact trimless spot without rotation. 
It can satisfy  multiple lighting requirements.  
It is a perfect choice for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal 
 management, makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.

A recessed compact trimless 
spot with rotation. It can satisfy 
 multiple lighting requirements 
thanks to it's wide variety of 
 modules, which makes it a 
 perfect choice for houses, 
 galleries,  museums and retail 
areas. 
Last generation light sources, 
 ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy 
 efficiency. This, in combination 
with an  efficient thermal 
 management, makes a warranty 
for  premium  lighting with LED 
technology.



PARIS TRIMLESS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

SPOT108

PARIS Trimless

PARIS highlight impressively premises, such as shopping malls, stores, hotels, exhibition halls, museums etc.  
They are compact, in round or square version and efficient and they have excellent colour quality  

and high-precision light distribution. 
Their last generation LED chip in combination with an efficient  thermal management ensure  

the excellent performance of the luminaire and a  maximum energy efficiency.
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GESSI TRIMLESS (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

GESSI G028 GESSI G028AS GESSI G111

GESSI is a TRIMLESS recessed fixed spot, with symmetric or asymmetric distribution.  
It is made of plaster, which can be painted,  

so when mounted to the ceiling it completely disappears.
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CAVE (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)

A recessed compact trimless spot. It can satisfy  multiple lighting  requirements  
such as houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 

Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  

makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.
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CAVE (RECESSED SPOTLIGHTS & DOWNLIGHTS Catalogue)
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NANO (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

NANO 3 
Nano 3 is a suspended luminaire with cylindrical or square shape. It's elegant minimal design raises the architectural interest,  

while it's LED source  ensures excellent performance with maximum  energy efficiency. It can be produced  
with different heights upon request. It is the perfect choice for  reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc. 

 
NANO 6 

Nano 6 is a surface mounted or suspended  luminaire with  cylindrical shape. It's elegant  minimal design raises  
the  architectural  nterest, while the fact that it can be produced in  several heights upon request  

makes it the perfect choice for  reception halls, bars, restaurants, houses etc.
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NANO (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

NANO 6 - SURFACE NANO 6 PLEXI - SURFACE NANO 6 AS - SURFACE NANO 6 AS PLEXI - SURFACE

NANO 6 - PENDANT NANO 6 PLEXI - PENDANT NANO 6  AS - PENDANT NANO 6  AS PLEXI - PENDANT

NANO 3 - PENDANT NANO 3 SQ - PENDANT NANO 3 - FLEX
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ROLLER (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

ROLLER is a surface mounted or suspended luminaire  
with cylindrical shape.  

It can be produced with different heights upon request.
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ROLLER (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

ROLLER 6 LED ROLLER 9 LED

ROLLER 12 LED SHORT ROLLER 12 LED

ROLLER AS ROLLER 6 LED - PENDANT

ROLLER 9 LED - PENDANT

ROLLER AS - PENDANT

ROLLER 12 LED SHORT - PENDANT ROLLER 12 LED  - PENDANT
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ERIS (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

ERIS is a range of surface mounted square luminaires, with the LED lamp or the light source deep inside.  
Eris 1 is the smaller one and it has no rotation.  

Eris 2 is  adjustable with symmetric distribution and  
Eris 3 is also adjustable but with asymmetric distribution.  

All of them can be produced with different heights upon request.
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ERIS (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

ERIS 1 ERIS 1 ASYM ERIS 1 DOUBLE

ERIS 2 SYM ERIS 2 SYM 140 ERIS 3 ASYM

ERIS 4 SYM ERIS 5 ASYM
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AXEL (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

AXEL is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels,   
exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 
Available in Spot, Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool 

 for wide range of applications.
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AXEL (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

MICRON SURFACE (Special Edition)

AXEL 2 AXEL 4
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DION (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

DION is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels,  
 exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects. 

Available in Spot, Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of applications.
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DION (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

DION Surface

DION Q Surface

DION L / DION L Q Surface
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ILARIA SYNTHESIS (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
ILARIA is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes.
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PENELOPE (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

PENELOPE is an minimal applique with LED CHIP.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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MELLITA SQ (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

MELLITA R (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

MELLITA TRIPLE R (Special Edition) 

MELLITA SQ is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.

MELLITA R is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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MANTO APPLIQUES (Special Edition) 

MANTO  R

MANTO  SQ
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LIA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

FEDRA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

FEDRA is an minimal 
 applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels,  
 reception halls, bars, 
 restaurants, houses etc.

LIA is an minimal applique 
with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, 
 reception halls, bars, 
 restaurants, houses etc.
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X APPLIQUE (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

Χ is an absolutely stunning and impressive LED applique,  
suitable for areas where, having an eyecatcher luminaire,  

is the main  request.
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ARETI IN (Special Edition)

ARETI OUT (Special Edition)
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WAVE APPLIQUE (Special Edition)

HELIX APPLIQUE (Special Edition)
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NANO (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

NANO is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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ELECTRA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

ELECTRA 1

ELECTRA 2

ELECTRA is an minimal applique with LED lamp GU10 or LED CHIP.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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EVA Arrow (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

EVA ARROW is an absolutely stunning  
and impressive LED  applique, suitable for areas where,  
having an eyecatcher luminaire, is the main  request.
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DECENTRATO (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

DECENTRATO is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls,  
bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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STONE (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

STONE 1 STONE 2 STONE 3 STONE 4

STONE is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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ECLIPSE (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

ECLIPSE ECLIPSE Q ECLIPSE PR

ECLIPSE is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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KORONIS (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

Surface wall mounted luminaire with led chip, ideal for a wide range of indoor applications.  
Available in six different shapes. It is suitable for areas where  

soft illumination and more architectural style is required.
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KORONIS (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

KORONIS 1

KORONIS 2

KORONIS 3

KORONIS 4

KORONIS 5

KORONIS 6
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MINI APPLIQUES (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

GEA

DIONI

FIVI

IRO

Surface wall mounted luminaire with led chip, ideal for a wide range of indoor applications.  
Available in four different shapes.  

It is suitable for areas where soft illumination and more  architectural style is required.
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GALATIA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

NEST (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

GALATIA S

GALATIA B

Surface wall mounted luminaire, ideal for a wide range of indoor applications.  
Available in two different sizes.  

It is suitable for areas where soft  illumination  
and more  architectural style is required.

NEST is an minimal applique  
with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels,  
reception halls, bars,   
restaurants,  
houses etc.
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EKALI one/two way (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

MORFI APPLIQUE (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue) 

Surface wall mounted luminaire,  
ideal for a wide range of indoor 
 applications.  
Available in two versions.  
It is suitable for areas where soft 
 illumination  
and more  architectural style is required.

This Applique combines the architectural style with the efficiency. It produces perfect lighting conditions without annoying reflections  
and that is why it can be used from entrance areas to offices. It escapes the restrictions of the  

T16 lamp by using LED lighting points that can have any spacing pitch and this gives the light line enormous flexibility.  
The visual benefit: The continuous-row system is illuminated  absolutely uniformly from beginning to end, is economically  efficient,  

is maintenance-free and it has long service life.
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IOKASTI (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

IOKASTI is surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range of indoor applications.

IOKASTI 1

IOKASTI 2
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BEAM 21 (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

BEAM 21 APPLIQUE BEAM 21 WALL MOUNTED

Wall mounted luminaire with two LED GU10 PAR16 lamps,  
ideal for a wide range of indoor applications.  

Available with one light distribution.
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FUNGI (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

FUNGI SMALL FUNGI

FUNGI is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.
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DAFNI (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

DAFNI 1

DAFNI 2

DAFNI 3

DAFNI is surface wall mounted 
 luminaire with LED source,  

ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications.
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AMELIA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

AMELIA is an absolutely stunning  
and impressive LED applique,  

suitable for areas where, having an eyecatcher luminaire, 
 is the main  request.
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IRIDA (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

IRIDA SMALL IRIDA BIG
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BELLITO (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

A contemporary design full of captivating and dynamic character.  
Available in a wide range of colours,  

BELLITO is an ideal luminaire for a kitchen island  
or above the tables in a bar.
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THALIA (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

THALIA ø315 Flat THALIA ø315 Hook THALIA ø435 Flat THALIA ø435 Hook

A special geometrical structure with an elegant sense of style.  
Available in four different versions so  

as to adapt to any setting.
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KLIO (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

KLIO ø180 KLIO ø245 

A luminaire with a special curved shape and small dimensions.  
The perfect choice for spaces that need a luminaire charged  

with elegance and charisma.
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URANIA (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)
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URANIA (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

URANIA ø300 

URANIA ø400 

URANIA ø500 

URANIA ø300 20W LED

URANIA ø400 30W LED

URANIA ø500 40W LED
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ROXANI (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

Behind its classic appearance, this luminaire hides a modern soul.  
Its symmetrical structure works well in both classical  

and contemporary environments. 
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FILIRA (SURFACE & PENDANT SPOTLIGHT Catalogue)

(Ø250 - Ø350)

A luminaire with a special curved shape and small dimensions.  
The perfect choice for spaces that need a luminaire charged with elegance and charisma. 

Available in two sizes to suit both domestic and more commercial applications.
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NATALIA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)
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NATALIA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

NATALIA is surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range of indoor applications. 
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LOUPE TABLE (NOVELTIES Catalogue)
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LOUPE (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
LOUPE is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes. 
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DANAI (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

DANAI 1

DANAI 2

DANAI is surface  
wall mounted luminaire  
with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications. 
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PANDORA (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

PANDORA 1

PANDORA 2

PANDORA 3

PANDORA is surface  
wall mounted luminaire 
with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications. 
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LITO (WALL LIGHTING INTERIOR Catalogue)

LITO

LITO Big

LITO is an minimal 
 applique with  
LED CHIP.  
It is ideal for hotels,    
reception halls, bars, 
 restaurants, houses 
etc.
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MORFI FLOOR (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

MORFI IN FLOOR 1

MORFI IN FLOOR 2

MORFI IN FLOOR 3

MORFI FLOOR is not just a customised product with an innovative  design,  
but also a working tool for the lighting designers and  engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards and meets the various needs of the customers in 
a  bespoke way: it allows them to “think big” offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.
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ROOM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)
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ROOM (NOVELTIES Catalogue)

ROOM 1

ROOM 2

ROOM 3

ROOM 4

ROOM 13

ROOM 5

ROOM 6

ROOM 7

ROOM 8

ROOM 9

ROOM 10

ROOM 11

ROOM 12
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PICO LED IP54 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

Versions

PICO LED 1W 
ONE WAY 

120o

PICO LED 1+1W 
TWO WAY 
120o / 120o

A tiny surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source.  
It is ideal for home facade lighting  

and it is available with one or two-way light distribution.
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AVIA LED IP65 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A modern surface wall  mounted luminaire  
with LED source.  

It is ideal for home facade  lighting and it is available  
with one or two-way light  distribution.
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KIVOS (OUTDOOR Catalogue) 

EKALI IP65  one/two way (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

KIVOS is a minimal surface wall mounted applique.  
It is ideal for a wide range of outdoor applications  

due to it's high protection degree IP65. 

Surface wall mounted luminaire with power LED chip or LED Lamp GU10 PA16.  
It is ideal for a wide range of outdoor applications due to it's high protection degree IP65.  

Available with one or two-way light  distribution.
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ROLLER IP54 / IP65 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

ROLLER MINI 5 LED IP65 ROLLER MINI 7 LED IP65 ROLLER 10 GU10 IP54 ROLLER 12 LED SHORT IP54

ROLLER is surface mounted or suspended luminaire with cylindrical shape.  
It can be produced with different heights upon request.  

Due to it's high protection degree (IP54 and IP65)  
it can also be used as an outdoor luminaire for facade lighting.
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BUTTON LED IP54 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

NEST IP54 (Special Edition)

A circular surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source.  
It is ideal for home facade lighting.
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MORFI IN FLOOR IP67 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

MORFI IN FLOOR IP67  is not just a customised product with an innovative  design,  
but also a working tool for the lighting designers and  engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards and meets the various needs of the customers in 
a  bespoke way: it allows them to “think big” offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.
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MORFI IP67 SYNTHESIS (Special Edition) 
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SKAT 9 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

The SKAT 9 LED is the 
 ideal lighting solution  
with LED technology  
and high IP protection degree  
for squares, parks, gardens e.t.c.  
providing  simultaneously a 
unique architectural option.
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GEA GROUND (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

GEA GROUND

GEA GROUND EMBO

GEA GROUND with its elegance 
style and its high IP protection 
 degree (IP65), present itself as 
an ideal sollution  
for illuminating squares, parks, 
gardens etc.
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FIVI GROUND (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

FIVI GROUND FIVI GROUND EMBO

FIVI GROUND with its elegance style and its high IP 
 protection  degree (IP65), present itself as an ideal 
 sollution for illuminating squares, parks, gardens etc.
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PYROS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

PYROS with its elegance style and  
its high IP protection degree (IP65),  
present itself as an ideal sollution for  
illuminating squares, parks, gardens etc.

PYROS MINI PYROS
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KRITON (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

KRITON with its unique style  
and its high IP protection degree (IP65),  
present itself as an ideal solution for illuminating squares,  
parks, gardens etc.
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 ISTOS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

ISTOS 1

ISTOS 2

ISTOS with its elegance style and its high IP protection  degree (IP65), present itself as an ideal sollution  
for illuminating squares, parks, gardens etc.
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EKTOR (Special Edition) 

EKTOR 1 EKTOR 2 EKTOR 3
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TORRE (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

TORRE with its unique style 
and its high IP protection  
degree (IP65),  
present itself as  
an ideal solution  
for illuminating squares,  
parks, gardens etc. 

GENESIS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

GENESIS with its unique 
style and its high  
IP protection degree (IP65),  
present itself  
as an ideal solution  
for illuminating squares, 
parks, gardens etc.
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SKAT 11 

A modern floor mounted luminaire with LED source.  
It is ideal for home outdoor lighting.
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POINT (OUTDOOR Catalogue]

Wall mounted luminaire, with plain and accurate design,  
for outdoor applications.
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MIRTO / MIRTO 230 (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

MIRTO 

MIRTO Q

MIRTO 230

MIRTO L

MIRTO Q L

MIRTO 230 L

MIRTO 230 Q MIRTO 230 Q L

Wall mounted luminaire,  
with plain and accurate design,  
for outdoor applications.
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TYCO (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

TYCO S

TYCO R

TYCO RB

Wall mounted luminaire, with plain and accurate design,  
for outdoor applications.
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PLATON (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A surface mounted luminaire with LED technology 
and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.
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NIVEL (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

NIVEL 40 NIVEL 63

Floor mounted luminaire,  
with plain and accurate design,  

for outdoor applications.
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BEAT (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

Floor mounted luminaire,  
with plain and accurate design,  

for outdoor applications.
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LITHOS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)
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LITHOS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

LITHOS S

LITHOS M1

LITHOS L

LITHOS M2

LITHOS M3

LITHOS M4

LITHOS M5
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SOLO (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

SOLO SOLO 2

A floodlight with LED technology 
and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.
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PEGASUS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

PEGASUS 4W PEGASUS 8W

PEGASUS 6W 24V

PEGASUS HO 4W PEGASUS HO 8W

PEGASUS HO 6W 24V

A floodlight  
with LED technology 
and high protection  
degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor  
lighting and  
for impressive  
highlighting of facades.
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FOCUS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A floodlight with LED technology 
and high protection degree (IP67).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.
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FOCUS (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

FOCUS

FOCUS - Antiglare

FOCUS MINI EXTRA SPOT

FOCUS MINI
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SLIM 3 LED (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A linear LED luminaire which illuminates facades uniformly and emphasises their surfaces.  
Although buildings fade over time, the proper lighting can add value to them, highlight their uniqueness  

and make a lasting impression.
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SLIM 3 - LED GROUND (OUTDOOR Catalogue)

A linear LED luminaire for floor installation, which illuminates facades uniformly and emphasises  
their surfaces. Although buildings fade over time, the proper lighting can add value to them,  

highlight their uniqueness and make a lasting impression.
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